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Abstract 

Lithium-ion batteries have revolutionized our everyday lives by laying the 

foundation for a wireless, interconnected and fossil-fuel-free society. 

Additionally, the demand for Li-ion batteries has seen a dramatic increase, 

as the automotive industry shifts up a gear in its transition to electric 

vehicles. 

To optimize the power and energy that can be delivered by a battery, it is 

necessary to predict the behavior of the cell under different loading 

conditions. However, electrochemical cells are complicated energy storage 

systems with nonlinear voltage dynamics. There is a need for accurate 

dynamic modeling of the battery system to predict behavior over time when 

discharging. The study conducted in this work develops an intuitive model 

for electrochemical cells based on a mechanical analogy. The mechanical 

analogy is based on a three degree of freedom spring-mass-damper system 

which is decomposed into modal coordinates that represent the overall 

discharge as well as the mass transport and the double layer effect of the 

electrochemical cell. The dynamic system is used to estimate the cells 

terminal voltage, open-circuit voltage and the mass transfer and boundary 

layer effects. The modal parameters are determined by minimizing the error 

between the experimental and simulated time responses. Also, these 
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estimated parameters are coupled with a thermal model to predict the 

temperature profiles of the lithium-ion batteries. To capture the dynamic 

voltage and temperature responses, hybrid pulse power characterization 

(HPPC) tests are conducted with added thermocouples to measure 

temperature. The coupled model estimated the voltage and temperature 

responses at various discharge rates within 2.15% and 0.40% standard 

deviation of the error.   

Additionally, to validate the functionality of the developed dynamic battery 

model in a real system, a battery pack is constructed and integrated with a 

brushless DC motor (BLDC) and a load. Moreover, because of the unique pole 

orientation that a BLDC motor possesses, it puts a pulsing dynamic load on 

the battery pack of the system. HPPC testing was conducted on the cell that 

is used in the battery pack to calibrate the model parameters. After the 

battery model is calibrated, the rotation experiment is conducted at which a 

battery pack is used to drive a benchtop BLDC motor with a 

magnetorheological brake as a programable load at varying running speeds.  

The voltage and current of the battery and the BLDC motor driver are 

recorded. Meanwhile, the speed and the torque of the motor are recorded. 

These data are compared to the predicted voltage of the battery pack using 

the mechanical analogy model. The model estimated the voltage response of 

a battery pack within 0.0385% standard deviation of the error. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

A battery is an electrochemical device used to store energy. Electrochemical cells 

are becoming increasingly important in the industry and everyday life [1], [2]. To 

optimize the power and energy that can be delivered by a battery, it is necessary to 

predict the behavior of the cell under different loading conditions. However, 

electrochemical cells are complicated dynamic systems with time-varying current 

and voltage output. Additionally, lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries have been 

extensively utilized as a major source of power in various energy storage applications 

due to their high energy density, light weight, long lifespan, charge efficiency, 

minimal memory effect and design flexibility [3]. Therefore, to predict and optimize 

the usage of cells, modern engineering requires intuitive dynamic models that 

accurately describe the input and output relationship. This chapter introduces the 

fundamental of Li-ion batteries, discusses the energy storage applications that Li-

ion batteries are used in, highlights the main contribution of the study conducted 

in this thesis, outlines the organization of the thesis and finally the chapter is 

concluded with closing remarks.  
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1.1. Lithium-Ion Batteries  

This section introduces the foundation of Li-ion batteries. First, a brief history of the 

development of Li-ion batteries is presented. Second, the assembly and operation of 

an electrochemical Li-ion cell is discussed. Third, the basic terminology utilized 

with regards to batteries are presented. Forth, different cell configurations and 

chemistries utilized to construct Li-ion batteries are illustrated and compared. 

Lastly, typical charge and discharge curves are exemplified and deliberated.  

1.1.1. Brief History & Advancements  

Lithium-ion batteries have revolutionized our everyday lives by laying the 

foundation for a wireless, interconnected and fossil-fuel-free society. It started in 

1817, when Anfwedson and Berzelius discovered lithium by analyzing petalite 

(LiAlSi4O10); however, it was not till late the 1960s that non-aqueous 3V Li-ion 

batteries were available on the market [4].  Table 1.1 illustrates the earlier patents 

published that led to the development of the current state-of-art Li-ion battery 

technology [4]. In 1991, Sony Co. introduced Li-ion batteries in digital camcorders, 

followed by, a widespread of personal electronics such mobile phones, laptops, 

digital cameras, and power tools utilize Li-ion batteries as their power source [5].  

Additionally, as the automotive industry shifts up a gear in its transition to electric 

vehicles, the demand for Li-ion batteries has seen a dramatic increase. According to 

[6], the of global Li-ion battery demand in electric vehicles is estimated to see a 
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77.78%, 89.23% and 92.57% increase in the U.S.A, Europe and China by 2030, 

respectively. Additionally, the global Li-ion battery market is projected to increase 

by 55.55% in 2026 [6].  

Table 1.1: Li-ion battery earlier patents 

Inventor Company Title Number Date 

M. Armand & M. 
Duclot 

AVAR, France See [4] 
French 

7,832,976 
Nov. 1978 

J.B. Goodenough & K. 
Mizushima 

UK Atomic 
Energy 

Fast ion 
conductors 

U.S. 
4,357,215A 

Apr. 1979 

J.B. Goodenough & K. 
Mizushima 

UK Atomic 
Energy 

Electrochemical 
cell with fast 

ion conductor 

U.S.  
4,302,518 

Mar. 1980 

S. Basu Bell Labs Inc. 
Graphite/Li 
molten salt 

U.S.  
4,304,825 

Nov. 1980 

M. Armand & M. 
Duclot 

AVAR, France See [4] 
U.S. 

4,303,748 
Jan. 1981 

H. Ikeda, K. Narukawa 
& H.Nakashima 

Sanyo Co.  
Graphite/Li in 
nonaqueous 

solvents 

Japanese  
1,769,661 

Jun. 1981 

S. Basu  Bell Labs Inc. 
Graphite/Li in 
nonaqueous 

solvents 

U.S.  
4,423,125A 

Sep. 1982 

Yoshino, K. Jitsuchika 
& T. Nakajima 

Asahi Chemical 
Ind. 

Li-ion battery 
based on 

carbonaceous 
material 

Japanese 
1,989,293 

Oct. 1985 

N. Nishi, H. Azuma & 
A. Omaru   

Sony Co.  
Non-aqueous 
electrolyte cell 

U.S. 
4,959,281 

Aug. 1989 

M. Fujimoto, N. 
Yoshinaga & K. Ueno 

-  
Li-ion 

secondary 
batteries 

Japanese 
3,229,635 

Nov. 1991 
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Shown in Figure 1.1 (a) are the energy demand trajectories on Li-ion batteries in the 

U.S.A., Europe and China from 2019 to 2030. Moreover, Figure 1.1 (b) is the 

projections of the global market revenue for Li-ion batteries from 2020 to 2026.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 1.1: Li-ion battery trajectories  
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1.1.2. Fundamentals  

A typical Li-ion battery consists of a negative electrode known as the anode, a 

positive electrode known as the cathode, the electrolyte and a separator as 

illustrated in Figure 1.2 [7].  

 

Figure 1.2 : Lithium-Ion battery assembly and operation   

During charge, the electrons flow into the anode from the external circuit, 

Additionally, Li-ions flow from the cathode to the anode. This process causes a redox 

reaction at the anode and an oxidation reaction at the cathode. Similarly, during 

discharge, the electrons flow from the anode into the external circuit and cathode 

accepts Li-ions from the anode, which causes a redox reaction and an oxidation 

reaction at the anode. The chemical formulation is shown through (1.1) – (1.2) at the 

cathode and anode for a Li-ion Phosphate cell. 
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 𝐿𝑖1−𝑥𝐹𝑒𝑃𝑂4 + 𝑥𝐿𝑖+ + 𝑥𝑒−
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
→       

𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒     
←      

𝐿𝑖𝐹𝑒𝑃𝑂4 (1.1) 

 𝐿𝑖

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
→       

𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒     
←      

𝐿𝑖+ + 𝑒− (1.2) 

 

Additionally, the electrolyte is the ionic conductor that provides a medium for the 

internal ionic charge transfer between the electrodes. Moreover, the separator 

functions as an ionic conductor but an electronic insulator to prevent an internal 

short-circuit between the electrodes from occurring. Lastly, the current collectors, 

adhere to the electrodes and act as positive and negative terminals to the cell [8]. 

1.1.3. Basic Battery Terminology  

To gain a better understanding of the study conducted in this thesis, below is a list 

of some basic terminology used with regards to batteries [8], [9]:  

• Nominal capacity: The quantity of electric charge which can be stored during 

charge and released during discharged. Capacity is expressed in coulombs 

(C) or ampere-hours (Ah).   

• C-rate: The rate at which the battery is charged or discharged. For instance, 

if a 20 Ah battery is being discharged at 20 A, then the discharge rate is 1C; 

therefore, the battery is expected to fully discharge within an hour. However, 

if the battery is being discharged at 10 A, then the discharge rate corresponds 

to C/2 and the battery will fully discharge in 2 hours.  
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• Open-Circuit Voltage: The voltage across battery terminals when the cell is 

unloaded and in equilibrium. 

• Energy capacity: The amount of electrical energy in watts hours (Wh), 

computed by multiplying the cell’s nominal voltage by its nominal capacity.  

• Specific Energy and Energy density: Measures of the maximum amount of 

energy stored per unit weight or volume. For a given weight, a higher specific 

energy cell will store more energy. Moreover, for a given volume, a higher 

energy density cell chemistry will store more energy. 

• State-of-Charge (SOC):  The ratio of the available capacity to the maximum 

possible charge that can be stored in a battery.  

• Depth-of-Discharge (DoD): The percentage of the battery that has been 

discharged relative to the overall capacity of the battery.  

• Voltage limits: The maximum and minimum allowable voltage thresholds 

that the battery can operate within. Charging or discharging outside this 

range is possible but may result in battery damage. 

• Maximum charge/discharge current: The maximum allowable current at 

which the battery can charge and discharge. 
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1.1.4. Cell Configurations  

Li-ion batteries are manufactured in three forms: cylindrical, pouch, and prismatic 

as illustrated in Figure 1.3.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 1.3: Li-ion battery configurations 

Cylindrical cells are more commonly used, however, prismatic and pouch cells are 

utilized for high-capacity battery applications to optimize the use of volume in high-

capacity battery packs, since the electrodes have a larger surface area in a 

rectangular form [8]. Shown in Table 1.2 is a comparison of the advantages and 

disadvantages related to the different cell designs [10].  
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Table 1.2: Cell designs advantages and disadvantages 

Form Cylindrical Pouch Prismatic 

Mechanical Strength ++ - + 

Thermal Management - + + 

Specific Energy + ++ + 

Energy Density + + ++ 

 

1.1.5. Electrode Chemistries  

As discussed in 1.1.1, the cathodes are intercalation compounds from which Li+ ions 

can diffuse from or in to. Currently, materials used to manufacture cathodes include 

Lithium Cobalt Oxide (LCO – LiCoO2), Lithium Nickel Oxide (LNO – LiNiO2), 

Lithium Manganese Oxide (LMO – LiMnO2), Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP – 

LiFePO4), Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt (NMC – Li(NixMnyCo1−x−y)O2) and 

Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminum Oxide (NCA – Li(NixCoyAl1−x−y)O2). Moreover, 

there are two main types of anodes currently utilized in Li-ion battery, which 

include carbon-based electrodes such as graphite and graphene and Lithium 

Titanate (LTO – Li4Ti5O12) [10]. A spider chart of the different Li-ion battery 

chemistries is illustrated in Figure 1.4 [11]. 
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Figure 1.4: Spider chart for Li-ion batteries with different chemistries 

Additionally, shown in Table 1.3 is a comparison of commercial Li-ion batteries and 

their characteristics [11]. The choice of battery selection is dependent upon the 

environment housing the cells in the pack, the required power output, the expected 

number of cycles (lifespan) and the application.  

Table 1.3: Li-ion batteries characteristics 

Cathode Chemistry  Nominal Voltage (V) Specific Energy (Wh/kg) 

LCO 3.7~3.9 150~200 

LNO 3.6~3.7 150~200 

LMO 3.7~4.0 100~150 

NMC 3.8~4.0 150~220 

LFP 3.2~3.3 90~130 

NCA 3.6~3.65 200~260 

LTO 2.3~2.5 70~85 
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1.1.6. Typical Cell Behavior  

During charge and discharge, electrochemical reactions occur at the surfaces of 

electrodes. Moreover, the interface between the electrodes and electrolyte 

accumulates opposite charges to form a double layer, which behaves like a capacitor. 

Additionally, a resistance caused by the conductivity of the electrolyte and the 

distance between the electrodes is induced when electrons and charged particles 

traverse the electrolyte. Normally, the resistance and capacitance dominate the 

voltage response of a battery [12]. Furthermore, a typical voltage response of a 

battery subjected to a low, medium and high discharge rate, respectively, is shown 

in Figure 1.5 [13]. The cell starts at the upper voltage limit when fully charged and is 

discharged to its lower limit (cut-off voltage) when discharged.   

 

Figure 1.5: Voltage response of a Li-ion cell at different discharge rates 
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1.2. Contribution  

The study conducted in this work proposes a novel coupled thermo-mechanical 

model to predict the dynamic and thermal behavior of various lithium-ion batteries. 

The dynamic system is an analogy based on a three-degree-of-freedom mass-spring 

system with damping. The system was decomposed into modal coordinates which 

represented the discharge of the battery, mass transport effect, and double-layer 

dynamic effect.  Furthermore, the electrochemical heat generation rate was 

computed from the output states of the dynamic system and utilized as an input to 

the thermal models. The thermal models were used to predict the surface 

temperature of the battery during dynamic discharging conditions. 

Additionally, the developed battery model is utilized to estimate the voltage 

response of a battery pack driving a benchtop brushless DC motor at varying speeds 

and under varying braking loads. 

1.3. Thesis Structure  

The thesis is structed as follows: Chapter 1 introduces the problem and the need for 

this research. Additionally, a brief overview of the history of Li-ion batteries and 

their market trajectory is presented. Then, a summary of how Li-ion batteries 

operate, basic terminology, the characteristics of their various forms and their 

voltage response are discussed.  Chapter 2 gives an in-depth literature review of the 

dynamic models currently utilized to estimate the response of Li-ion batteries and 
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current advancements in research. Chapter 3 demonstrates the testing 

methodologies utilized in industry and research to characterize Li-ion batteries. 

Additionally, the experimental setup and data collected experimentally and from 

literature are presented in-depth. Chapter 4 displays the proposed novel mechanical 

analogy, derives the mathematical formulation of the dynamic analogy, a lumped 

thermal model, and a transient thermal model. Chapter 5 validates the proposed 

model by estimating the voltage and temperature responses of three Li-ion batteries 

and compares to the experimental data. Chapter 6 predicts the voltage response of 

battery pack the under dynamic loading of a brushless DC motor using the 

developed battery model. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the efforts of the study 

conducted in this thesis with closing remarks and future work.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

Several electrochemical models have been developed to estimate the response of a 

battery at different charge and discharge rates and loading conditions. This chapter 

presents a brief review of the current state-of-the-art electrochemical models and 

the current advancements in literature.  

2.1. Electrochemical Models   

Lithium-ion battery modeling is complex due to its multi-domain, multi-physics 

nature. To compute the temperature distribution at the battery’s length scale, the 

governing transport equations that occur in the anode-separator-cathode layers are 

solved [14]. 

The multi-scale, multi-domain electrochemical solution method computes the 

battery’s thermal field through (2.1). 

 
𝜕𝜌𝐶𝑝𝑇

𝜕𝑡
− 𝛻 ∙ (𝑘𝛻𝑇) = 𝜎+|𝛻∅+|

2 + 𝜎−|𝛻∅−|
2 + �̇�𝐸𝐶ℎ (2.1) 

Where ρ, Cp, T, t and k are the density, heat capacity, temperature, time and thermal 

conductivity, respectively. Additionally, σ+ and σ- are the positive and negative 

electrodes electrical conductivity, respectively. The phase potentials of the positive 

and negative electrodes are denoted by ø+ and ø-. Also, �̇�𝐸𝐶ℎ is the electrochemical 
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reaction heat generation. Furthermore, the current flux is governed by (2.2) - (2.3), 

where j is the volumetric current density.  

 −𝑗 = ∇ ∙ (𝜎+∇𝜑+) (2.2) 

 𝑗 = ∇ ∙ (𝜎−∇𝜑−) (2.3) 

Four electrochemical models have been widely reported in literature to estimate the 

impedance, voltage response and the heat generation of a battery, which are briefly 

discussed in the following subsections. 

2.1.1. Impendence Spectroscopy  

An electrochemical cell can be considered simply an impedance to a small sinusoidal 

excitation. The equivalent electrochemical circuit represents the performance of a 

battery cell through a network of resistors and capacitors that pass current with the 

same amplitude and phase angle that an actual battery cell does under a given 

excitation. This technique is known as Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 

(EIS) [12]. Shown in Figure 2.1 is the Randle’s equivalent circuit utilized to 

characterize the battery in the frequency domain.  
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Figure 2.1: Randles equivalent circuit  
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The impedance of the cell at a given sinusoidal excitation and frequency range is 

described theoretically through (2.4) and (2.5) and graphically on a Nyquist plot as 

shown in Figure 2.2  [12].  

 𝑍𝑅𝑒 = 𝑅Ω +
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 (2.3) 

Where ω is the angular frequency, RΩ is the electrolyte resistance, Rct is the charge 

transfer resistance that accounts for the voltage drop over the electrode-electrolyte 

interface, Cd is the double-layer capacitance that represents the effect of charges 

building up in the electrolyte at the electrode surface, and ZW is the Warburg 

impedance. The Warburg impedance represents the diffusion of lithium ions in the 

electrodes and the resistance to mass transfer. Although valuable insights can be 

obtained from this technique, it cannot predict the battery run time or evaluate the 

dynamic behaviour at a fixed state-of-charge. 
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Figure 2.2: Nyquist plot of a typical Li-ion battery 

2.1.2. NTGK Model 

The Newman, Tiedemann, Gu, and Kim model (NGTK) is a semi-empirical 

electrochemical model proposed by Kwon et al. [15]. This method is regarded as the 

simplest electrochemical model as it requires the least inputs.  

The volumetric current transfer rate is obtained utilizing the relationship displayed 

in (2.4),  

 𝑗 =
𝑌[𝑈 − 𝑉]

𝑉𝑜𝑙
 (2.4) 

where Vol denotes the volume of the battery. In addition, V is the terminal voltage 

which can measured experimentally or calculated from by φ+ and φ-. Furthermore, 

Y and U are the model parameters obtained experimentally as a function of the 
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battery’s depth of discharge (DoD) and temperature. The DoD is expressed through 

(2.5). Where Qnom is the nominal capacity of the battery. 

 𝐷𝑜𝐷 =
𝑉𝑜𝑙

3600𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚
∫ 𝑗𝑑𝑡
𝑡

0

 (2.5) 

From the testing measurements, the relationship between Y and U and DoD and 

temperature is established through the 5th order polynomial equations (2.6) - (2.7),  

 𝑈 = ∑𝑎𝑛(𝐷𝑜𝐷)
𝑛) − 𝐶2(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)

5

𝑛=0

 (2.6) 

 𝑌 = ∑𝑏𝑛(𝐷𝑜𝐷)
𝑛)exp [−𝐶1 (

1

𝑇
−

1

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
)]

5

𝑛=0

 (2.7) 

where, an and bn are the polynomial coefficients and C1 and C2 are the NTGK model 

constants for a specific battery to be determined experimentally. Also, Tref is the 

reference temperature set at 298K. Additionally, the electrochemical heat 

generation is computed through (2.8). 

 �̇�𝐸𝐶ℎ = 𝑗 [𝑈 − 𝑉 − 𝑇
𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑇
] (2.8) 

The first term in (2.8) describes the heat generated due to overpotential, whereas 

the second term is due to the entropic heating. A major limitation of this model is 

that only capable of predicting the voltage and temperature responses of Li-ion 

batteries under static loads.  
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2.1.3. The Equivalent Circuit Model  

Chen and Rincon-Mora [16] proposed an 2nd order electrical circuit model to capture 

the dynamic characteristics of batteries, as shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: Equivalent Circuit Model 

The electrical circuit consists of a voltage source that represents the open-circuit 

voltage (VOCV), which describes the voltage across battery terminals when the cell is 

unloaded and in equilibrium. The resistor in series, Rs, is regarded as the ohmic 

resistance, which accounts for the power dissipated by the battery as heat. 

Additionally, the two resistor-capacitor sub circuits (R1, R2, C1 & C2) represent the 

time constants in the circuit, which account for the diffusion dynamics of the battery 

[8]. The input to this circuit is the current drawn from the battery, I(t). The output 

of the system is the measured voltage drop across the passive components of the 

circuit subtracted from VOCV to obtain the voltage delivered by the battery. An 
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important parameter to evaluate and estimate in an electrochemical cell is the SOC, 

computed through (2.9).  

 𝑆𝑂𝐶 (𝑡) = 𝑆𝑂𝐶0 − ∫
𝐼 (𝑡)

𝑄𝑛𝑜𝑚
𝑑𝑡

𝑡

𝑡0

 (2.8) 

Where SOC0 is the initial state of charge of the battery tested and I (t) is the 

measured current.  Furthermore, the voltage-current relationship is established 

through (2.9) - (2.11).  

 𝑉 = 𝑉𝑂𝐶𝑉(𝑆𝑂𝐶) − 𝑉1 − 𝑉2 − 𝑅𝑆(𝑆𝑂𝐶)𝐼(𝑡) (2.9) 

 
𝑑𝑉1
𝑑𝑡

= −
1

𝑅1(𝑆𝑂𝐶)𝐶1(𝑆𝑂𝐶)
𝑉1 −

1

𝐶1(𝑆𝑂𝐶)
𝐼(𝑡) (2.10) 

 
𝑑𝑉2
𝑑𝑡

= −
1

𝑅2(𝑆𝑂𝐶)𝐶2(𝑆𝑂𝐶)
𝑉2 −

1

𝐶2(𝑆𝑂𝐶)
𝐼(𝑡) (2.11) 

The parameters in (2.10) – (2.11) are identified by numerically tuned as a function of 

SOC to fit the experimental data of a dynamic testing. Additionally, the heat 

generation rate of the battery is computed through (2.12).  

 �̇�𝐸𝐶ℎ =
𝐼(𝑡)

𝑉𝑜𝑙
[𝑉𝑂𝐶𝑉 − 𝑉 − 𝑇

𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑇
] (2.12) 

Moreover, reduced order models of the equivalent circuit have been investigated in 

literature to reduce the parameters required to be estimated the circuit to 

characterize the response of the battery [16]. Shown  Figure 2.4 are the 0th order and 

1st order equivalent circuit (ECM) models. 
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Figure 2.4: (a) 0th order ECM (b) 1st order ECM 

Depending on the dynamics required to be captured from the voltage response of 

the battery, the order of the ECM is chosen. Rapid dynamics are generally captured 

by a higher order model. The battery equivalent circuits are the most used models 

to represent and estimate Li-ion battery dynamics due to their low computation 

time and high accuracy; however, higher order models yield to more tunable 

parameters which increases the complexity of the model.  

2.1.4. Newman’s P2D Model  

The P2D model is a physics based electrochemical model that can accurately capture 

the Li-ion migration utilizing the porous electrode and concentration solution 

theories [14]. Figure 2.5 illustrates the electrode and particle domain in the P2D 

model [17]. 
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Figure 2.5: Electrode and particle domain 

Lithium diffuses from the surface of the negative to the positive electrode during 

discharge, which endures an electrochemical reaction. This reaction releases 

electrons and transfers the lithium into the electrolyte phase. A similar reaction 

takes place which transfers the lithium from the electrolyte phase to the solid 

positive electrode phase.  

The charge and mass conservation laws govern the lithium-ion transport 

phenomena. The lithium conservation equations solved in the r-dimension of the 

spherical particles in solid and electrolyte phases are described in (2.13) – (2.14).  

 
𝜕𝑐𝑠
𝜕𝑡

=
𝐷𝑠
𝑟2

𝜕

𝜕𝑟
(𝑟2

𝜕𝑐𝑠
𝜕𝑟

) (2.13) 
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𝜕(𝜀𝑒𝑐𝑒)

𝜕𝑡
=

𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝐷𝑒𝜀𝑒

𝛽 𝜕𝑐𝑒
𝜕𝑥

) +
1 − 𝑡+

0

𝐹
𝑗𝐿𝑖 (2.14) 

Where cs and ce are the phase and concentrations in the solid and electrolyte phase, 

respectively. Ds and De are the diffusion coefficients of the Li and the Li+ in solid and 

electrolyte phase. Additionally, 𝑡+
0  is the transference number of the lithium ion, F 

is Faraday constant and 𝜀𝑒 is the volume fraction of the electrolyte phase in 

electrode. Also, β is the Bruggeman porosity exponent. Additionally, the charge 

conservation in solid and electrolyte phases are computed through (2.15) - (2.16),  

 
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝜎𝜀𝑠

𝛽 𝜕𝜑𝑠
𝜕𝑥

) − 𝑗𝐿𝑖 = 0 (2.15) 

 
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝜎𝜀𝑠

𝛽 𝜕𝜑𝑠
𝜕𝑥

) +
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝑘𝐷

𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝜕𝑥

) + 𝑗𝐿𝑖 = 0 (2.16) 

here 𝜀𝑠 is the volume fraction of the active material in the electrode. Additionally, 

𝑘𝐷
𝑒𝑓𝑓

 is the electrolyte diffusional conductivity and is defined through (2.17).  

 𝑘𝐷
𝑒𝑓𝑓

=
2𝑅𝑇𝑘𝜀𝑒

𝛽

𝐹
(𝑡+

0 − 1) (1 +
𝑑𝑙𝑛𝑓±
𝑑𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑒

) (2.17) 

Moreover, the volumetric current transfer rate is expressed as a function of the 

overpotential, η, through the Bulter-Volumer equation displayed in (2.18).  

 𝑗𝐿𝑖 =
3𝜀𝑠
𝑟𝑠

𝑖0 {exp (
𝛼𝑎𝐹

𝑅𝑇
𝜂) − exp (

−𝛼𝑐𝐹

𝑅𝑇
𝜂)} (2.18) 

Where αa and αc are the charge transfer coefficients at the anode and cathode, 

respectively. The exchange current density, i0 is defined through (2.19).  
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 𝑖0 = 𝑘𝑚(𝑐𝑒)
𝛼𝑎(𝐶𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑐𝑠,𝑒)

𝛼𝑎(𝑐𝑠,𝑒)
𝛼𝑐 (2.19) 

From equation (2.19), km is the reaction rate constant and Cs,max is the maximum 

concentration of lithium in solid phase.  

Furthermore, the volumetric current transfer rate due to the electrochemical 

reactions is expressed through (2.20),  

 𝑗𝐸𝐶ℎ = −
𝑖𝑝

𝑉𝑜𝑙
 (2.20) 

where ip is the transverse current density and computed through (2.21).  

 𝑖𝑝 = ∫ 𝑗𝐿𝑖𝑑𝑥
𝑙𝑝

0

 (2.21) 

Finally, (2.22) is utilized to compute the heat generation rate in the battery during 

the charge/discharge process.  

 �̇�𝐸𝐶ℎ =
𝑖𝑝𝑉 + ∫ 𝑗𝐿𝑖 (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝜕𝑈
𝜕𝑇

− 𝑈𝑅𝑒𝑓)𝑑𝑥
0

𝑙𝑝+𝑙𝑠+𝑙𝑛

𝑙𝑝 + 𝑙𝑠 + 𝑙𝑛
 (2.22) 

Where lp, ln and ls are the thicknesses of the positive electrode, negative electrode, 

and the separator. A major disadvantage of the P2D model is its computational 

complexity. Additionally, it requires the user to have extensive knowledge and 

understanding regarding the chemical parameters of the battery. Additionally, the 

identification of many parameters in model makes it not very practical and difficult 

to apply in engineering applications.   
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2.1.5. Current Literature 

Several studies have focused on enhancing the parameter estimation method used 

in equivalent circuit models [17]–[20]. Hau et al. [21] optimized passive circuit 

components as a function of the SOC  and different temperature levels. In addition, 

they were able to evaluate these parameters for different input current profiles to 

capture the different time constants that a lithium-ion battery cell exhibits during 

underload operation and compare them with the relaxation period. Zhang et al. [22] 

proposed a new decoupled weighted recursive least-squares method to separately 

estimate the battery’s slow and fast dynamics. Through this method, they were also 

able to estimate the SOC of the cell tested. Hariharan et al. [23] developed a 

nonlinear equivalent circuit model for lithium-ion cells, in which the circuit 

elements were evaluated based on the charge transfer reaction and variable 

resistance. Their state-space model was used to resolve the overall cell potential into 

potential drops due to ionic conductivity, charge transfer reactions, and solid-phase 

diffusion. Liu et al. [24] proposed a controlled auto-regression and moving-average-

based equivalent circuit to fully consider the effects of measurement errors and the 

dynamic external electrical properties of lithium-ion batteries and estimate the 

state-of-charge using a Kalman filter. Similarly, Wei et al. [25] developed a method 

to integrate recursive total least squares with a state of charge observer to enhance 

the estimation of the model parameters and the state of charge. Their technique was 

able to reduce the noise effects from the experimental measurement to estimate the 
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parameters and the state of charge more accurately and robustly. Li et al.  [26] 

designed an ensemble-based state estimator using a singular evolutive interpolated 

Kalman filter to obtain the internal states of a lithium-ion battery cell. In addition 

to that, they characterized the heat transfer along the electrode width direction 

through the finite volume method. Through their model, they were able to predict 

the internal behavior of the battery regardless of the operating conditions. Wu et al. 

[27] proposed a knowledge-based, battery temperature and health constrained 

battery management strategy for a hybrid electric bus. They were able to double the 

training efficiency with the integration of the expert-assistance system. 

Additionally, the developed model maintained the internal battery temperature 

below a particular safety threshold and reduced the driving cost by 23.9% compared 

to other state-of-the-art models.  

Furthermore, Paschero et al. [28] proposed a mechanical analogy to characterize a 

battery cell to enhance the state of charge estimation. They related the stored charge 

in an electrochemical cell relative to current and voltage measurements to estimate 

the volume of water stored in a reservoir with nonlinear walls based on pressure and 

flow rate measurements. Utilizing the equivalent circuit model and its hydraulic 

mechanical analogy, the battery states were estimated using a Kalman filter. Wei et 

al. [29] proposed a technique that assimilates the Frisch scheme-based bias 

compensating recursive least squares (FBCRLS) with a SOC observer to improve the 

parameters and the state of charge estimation. Furthermore, the model utilizes an 
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online estimation of the noise statistics and recompenses the noise effect so that the 

model parameters can be extracted without bias. 

Moreover, Zheng et al. [30] established two SOC estimators based on two OCV tests, 

a low-current OCV test, and an incremental OCV test. The open-circuit voltage and 

state of charge relationship were determined to be dependent upon the operating 

temperature. This was accomplished by comparing the accuracy of both SOC 

estimators suggested. It was found that the estimator based on the incremental OCV 

test showed higher accuracy at 25°C and 45°C; however, the estimator based on the 

low-current OCV test provided a higher resolution at 0°C.   

Hu et al. [31] developed an aging-robust and disturbance-immune ISC diagnostic 

method for lithium-ion batteries. The authors incorporated a multi-state-fusion ISC 

resistance estimator and a RTLS-VF-based bias compensator within a universal 

model switching. Their proposed model was able to accurately estimate the ISC 

resistance and outperform the state-of-the-art techniques in the noise immunity. 

She et al. [32] established a technique of applying the incremental capacity analysis 

(ICA) method for battery pack-level state-of-health (SOH) estimation in real-world 

situations. It was found that the study they conducted provided a scheme of 

applying the ICA-based method to accurately predict the SOH in a pack-level 

battery. Wang et al. [33] proposed a data-driven method for charging capacity 

diagnosis based on real-world EV operating data. The input to their three-based 

prediction model were the charging rate, temperature, state-of-charge and 
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accumulated driving mileage. The battery charging capacity abnormity is diagnosed 

through a statistics-based method by analyzing the error distribution of large sets 

of data. Hu et al. [34] presented an SOC and SOH co-estimation scheme based on 

the fractional-order calculus. They used the fractional-order equivalent circuit 

model to predict the voltage response utilizing a Hybrid Genetic Algorithm/Particle 

Swarm Optimization method. Then, a fractional order extended Kalman filter was 

used to estimate the SOC and SOH. It was found that this technique demonstrated 

high accuracy with a steady-state error of 1% for both SOC and SOH.       

Thermal management of battery systems is also a critical factor to consider in the 

design of a battery pack as it impacts the performance of the cells and can lead to 

catastrophic fire incidents if not managed appropriately. The heat generated from a 

battery is due the complicated electrochemical reactions taking place in the cell [35]. 

These reactions vary with time, temperature and current distribution; therefore, 

there is a need for a simple and intuitive dynamic model to predict the heat 

generated by a battery to obtain essential thermal parameters under dynamic 

discharging conditions.  

Various studies have been conducted to develop accurate thermal models to 

estimate the heat generation rate and the temperature profile of batteries [36], [37]. 

Chiew et al. [38] developed a pseudo three-dimensional coupled electro-thermal 

model to investigate the thermal behavior of a cylindrical LFP battery under various 

discharge rates and temperatures. They used a series of regression models to 
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quantify the thermal behavior of the battery and demonstrated how the 

performance of the battery differs at lower ambient temperatures and discharge 

rates. Mahamud and Park [39] proposed a thermal management method utilizing a 

reciprocating air flow for cylindrical Li-ion cells. They numerically analyzed their 

model utilizing a two-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model and 

a lumped thermal-capacitance model. Their numerical results indicated that the 

reciprocating flow yielded to a 72% temperature drop in the battery system.  

Furthermore, Zhang [40] investigated the heat generation characteristics of a 

cylindrical lithium-ion battery by using a coupled electro-thermal model. He 

analyzed the thermal characteristics of the battery by employing the finite volume 

numerical method that considered the electrolyte transport properties as a function 

of temperature and Li-ion concentration. It was found that the Ohmic heat 

contributed to 54% of the total heat generation in the battery, whereas the heat 

generated from the electrochemical reactions yielded to almost 30%. 

In addition, Panchal et al. [41] presented a mathematical model to predict the 

transient temperature distribution of a prismatic battery under four constant 

current discharge rates. Their mathematical model was able to predict the surface 

temperature within proximity compared to the experimental measurements. Ye et 

al. [42] developed an electro-thermal cycle life model by accounting for the thermal 

and capacity fading effects. With their model, they were able to predict the capacity 

lost and the temperature at different cycle number and the effects the temperature 
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had on the capacity. Haung et al. [43] established a co-simulation thermoelectric 

model for a Lithium-ion battery. They combined the equivalent circuit model with 

CFD to characterize the thermal and electrical behavior of the battery. Their results 

indicate that their method with the temperature correction has higher accuracy 

than the traditional thermal simulation without the temperature correction. Wang 

et al. [44] proposed a finite element thermal model for cylindrical Lithium-ion 

battery to address the inconsistency issues of temperature distribution among 

battery cells in a battery pack. Through their model, they were able to characterize 

the discharge thermal behavior and predict the temperature profile within a small 

proximity at varied ambient temperatures.  

Furthermore, Li et al. [45] established a computationally efficient state estimation 

method for lithium-ion batteries. Their technique is based on a degradation-

conscious, high-fidelity, electrochemical-thermal model for battery management 

systems.  They were able to significantly improve the state estimation by employing 

an ensemble-based state estimator using the singular evolutive interpolated Kalman 

filter.  
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Chapter 3 Experimental Approaches & Data Acquisition   

This chapter discusses the following: first, a brief introduction about the 

experimental methodologies utilized to characterize the static and dynamic 

responses of Li-ion batteries are illustrated, then the experimental setup developed 

to measure the data and the data collected are detailed and lastly, the data utilized 

from open-access sources is presented.   

3.1. Experimental Methodologies  

3.1.1. Static Capacity Test  

This objective of this test is to experimentally determine the capacity of the cell. The 

capacity of a cell is usually given by the manufacturer; however, due to mechanisms 

such as aging or capacity fading, the capacity of a battery can degrades over time.  

The test is conducted by discharging a Li-ion battery at a constant C-rate [46]. The 

discharge begins at a fully-charged-state at the upper voltage limit (Vmax) and ends 

at the cut-off voltage (Vmin). Shown in Figure 3.1 are the constant current profile and 

the voltage response of the cell. The capacity can then be determined through (3.1).  

 𝑄 =  
𝐼∆𝑡

∆𝑆𝑂𝐶
 (3.1) 

Where I is the current, t is time and SOC is the state-of-charge of the battery.  
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Figure 3.1: Static discharge test  

3.1.2. Hybrid Pulse Power Characterization Test 

The Hybrid Pulse Power Characterization (HPPC) test is a testing methodology to 

determine the power dynamic characteristics of a battery over the cell’s usable 

voltage range. The load profile incorporates both charge/discharge and regeneration 

pulses that occur at various states of charge (SOC), as shown in Figure 3.2. After 

every current discharge pulse, the SOC of the battery drops relative to the C-rate 

and the pulse period. Similarly, after a charging pulse, the SOC increases relative to 

C-rate and the pulse period. Additionally, after every charge/discharge pulse, the 

battery is rested for a period called regeneration to obtain the open-circuit voltage 

of the cell with respective to the SOC; therefore, a full nonlinear OCV as a function 

of SOC can be known. A detailed insight is given in Figure 3.3 which illustrates a 

single discharge current pulse and the voltage response [47].  
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Figure 3.2: HPPC testing SOC profile 

 

 

Figure 3.3: HPPC voltage response  
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3.2. Experimental Procedures & Approaches  

To measure the current and voltage responses conveniently and effectively across 

the batteries, the experimental setup shown in Figure 3.4 was employed. The circuit 

was constructed from a DC electronic load (BK Precision 8601) to discharge the 

battery at consistent current level, a relay to actuate when the current is drawn from 

the battery, a microcontroller (Arduino MEGA2560 R3) to trigger the relay at a 

consistent duty cycle and generate the current square waves. Additionally, two 

multi-meters (Keysight 34465A 6 ½) were utilized to measure the current and the 

voltage of the battery. For the cylindrical cells, the first multi-meter was connected 

in series to record current, whereas the second one was connected in parallel to 

measure the voltage response across the battery. Whereas, for the pouch cell, a 

shunt resistor was utilized to measure the current; therefore, the second multi-

meter was connected in parallel with the shunt to measure the voltage drop across, 

which was then converted to current. Furthermore, a K-type thermocouple 

connected to a data acquisition system (DAQ) (OMEGA OM-CP-

QuadTemp2000digital) was used to record the temperature values. The sampling 

rate on the multimeters are 0.4 Sa/s whereas the thermocouple DAQ is set to a 

sampling rate of 2 Sa/s. In addition, the microcontroller triggered the relay at 

constant frequency of 2.8mHz.  
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Figure 3.4: (a) Experimental test rig for cylindrical cells (b) Experimental test rig for 

pouch cell (c) Circuit schematic  

Two cylindrical Lithium-ion batteries are tested. The first battery is a Panasonic 

NCR27100 [48] and the second cell is a Samsung INR18650-25R [49]. Listed in Table 

3.1 are the specifications for the batteries utilized.   
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Table 3.1: Cylindrical batteries specifications 

Parameter Panasonic NCR27100 Samsung INR18650-25R 

Nominal capacity (mAh) 4800 2500 

Nominal voltage (V) 3.6 3.6 

Maximum Voltage (V)  4.2 4.2 

Cut-Off voltage (V) 2.5 2.5 

Dimensions (mm) 21Ø × 70 18.33Ø × 64.85 

Mass (g) 68.5 45 

 

Furthermore, the pouch cell tested is a LG Chem battery. The specifications 

presented in Table 3.2 were derived from [50] and physical measurements done.    

Table 3.2: LG Chem cell specifications 

Parameter LG Chem  

Nominal capacity (Ah) 15 

Nominal voltage (V) 3.7 

Maximum Voltage (V) 4.15 

Cut-Off voltage (V) 3.0 

Dimensions (mm) 160 × 200 × 5 

Mass (g) 68.5 

 

To determine the dynamic performance of the batteries, the cells were tested in 

accordance with the HPPC methodology. The load profile incorporates a discharge 

and regeneration pulses at different SOC levels, revealing the dynamic voltage 

response of the battery. Additionally, two discharge rates were considered, 1C and 

2C.  Shown in Figure 3.5 are the testing data for the Samsung INR18650-25R battery.  
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Figure 3.5: Samsung INR18650-25R testing data (a) 1C (b) 2C 

Figure 3.5 (a) displays the measured data at 1C. The discharge current was set to 

pulse the battery at 2.5A; therefore, discharging the battery in two hours, since the 
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battery was allowed to rest. Additionally, Figure 3.5 (b) displays the testing data at 

2C, where the discharge current was set to pulse the battery at 5A, discharging the 

battery in an hour.  

Furthermore, the testing data for the Panasonic NCR27100 battery is displayed in 

Figure 3.6. The battery was pulsed at two discharge rates, 1C and 2C. Like the 

Samsung INR18650-25R, the discharge current, voltages and temperatures were 

recorded for both discharge rates.  

Additionally, the testing data for the LG Chem battery is illustrated in Figure 3.7. An 

HPPC test at a discharge rate of C/3 was carried out to reveal the dynamics of the 

battery and a static discharge test at 17.5A was conducted to estimate the 

temperature contours of the cell.   

Moreover, for both cells, the voltage response was utilized to characterize the 

dynamic effects such the mass transfer and double layer on the discharge of the 

battery, whereas the temperature response was used to estimate the thermal 

parameters of the cells under dynamic loading.   
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Figure 3.6: Panasonic NCR27100 testing data (a) 1C (b) 2C 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3.7: LG Chem testing data (a) 5A HPPC (b) 17.5A static discharge (c) 17.5A 
static discharge temperatures 
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3.3. Open-Access Data  

Two datasets developed by the Center for Advanced Life Cycle Engineering (CALCE) 

[51] for a Samsung INR18650-20R battery were utilized. Shown in Table 3.3 are the 

parameters of the battery tested [52]. 

Table 3.3: Samsung INR18650-20R battery specifications 

Parameter INR 18650-20R 

Chemical system LiNiMnCo /Graphite 

Form factor Cylindrical 

Nominal capacity (mAh) 2000 

Maximum voltage (V) 4.2 

Nominal voltage (V) 3.6 

Cut-Off voltage (V) 2.5 

Dimensions (mm) 18.33Ø × 64.85 

Mass (g) 45 

 

The first dataset was an incremental current OCV test, where the battery was pulsed 

at a constant current at 25°C. The current load profile allowed the battery to rest 

until the relaxation period reached steady state; therefore, the OCV-SOC 

relationship was established. The second dataset was a low current OCV test at 

which the battery was discharged at a constant C/20 rate at 25°C to estimate that 

the terminal voltage corresponded to OCV. Shown in Figure 3.8 are the testing data 

for both tests.  
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Figure 3.8: Samsung INR18650-20R data (a) incremental current OCV (b) low 
current OCV 

For the incremental current OCV test, the battery was pulsed with 1A for 12 minutes 

and allowed to recover for 2 hours to reach steady state, whereas for the low current 

OCV test, the battery was discharged at 0.1 A for almost 17 hours. The primary goal 

of the low current OCV test was to validate that the OCV of the battery 

corresponded to the measure terminal voltage. 
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Chapter 4 A Novel Coupled Thermo-Mechanical Battery 

Dynamic System 

The method developed in this thesis and detailed in this chapter is a novel 

mechanical analog for battery dynamics which is useful because of its ability to 

achieve accurate predictions for the voltage response and heat generation of Li-ion 

batteries [53], [54]. Additionally, it is intuitive to work with despite being higher 

order. Furthermore, since the system is modally decomposed, each degree of 

freedom can be analyzed independently adhering to the different dynamic effects. 

The estimated heat generated by the battery is then used as an input to thermal 

models to predict surface temperature of cylindrical and pouch cells, as shown in 

Figure 4.1. 

I

Battery 

Dynamic 

Model

VQ Battery 

Thermal 

Model

T

 
QECh

.

Tamb

Figure 4.1: Thermo-mechanical coupled system.

Here, VQ is the the overpotential voltage predicted by the dynamic model. The 

following subsections outline the theory and derives the governing equations of the 

coupled models.   
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4.1. Mathematical Derivation  

4.1.1. Mechanical Analogy  

When a battery is discharged, the current is drawn out and the voltage that the 

battery can supply degrades over time. However, when the current load is removed, 

a portion of the voltage can recover, depending on the internal characteristics and 

properties of the cell. A mechanical system that behaves similarly is shown in Figure 

4.2.  

c3

m1

x1 x2 x3

k1 k2

c1 c2

f m2 m3

 

Figure 4.2: Three-degree-of-freedom damped spring-mass system analogy of a 

battery dynamics. 

As the external force f pushes mass m1, the entire spring-mass-damper system tends 

to slide to the right. The overall motion represents the battery discharge. If the 

external force is removed, the compressed springs 𝑘1and 𝑘2 can decompress and 

recover a portion of the m1 and m2 displacements, although the overall displacement 

has moved negatively and does not recover. Note that each mass is connected to 

another mass by a spring; however, there is no spring-to-ground connection. This 

phenomenon mirrors the dynamic discharge characteristics of the electrochemical 
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cells. Furthermore, each mass was damped by a viscous damping component 𝑐1, 

𝑐2and  𝑐3 to the ground. This term limits the discharge rate and stops discharging 

when there is no load applied. To model this system, free-body diagrams were 

developed, in which all physical contacts were severed and replaced by forces, as 

shown in Figure 4.3.  

m1

m2

m3

x1

x2

x3

c3(x3)

f

k2(x2-x3)

c2(x2)

k2(x2-x3)

k1(x1-x2)

k1(x1-x2)

c1(x1)
.

.

.

 

Figure 4.3: Free-body diagrams of the mechanical analogy 

The equations of motion for each nodal point were based on Newton’s second law 

of motion. The equations of motion were assembled in a coupled system (5.1), 

 {

𝑚1�̈�1 + 𝑐1(�̇�1) + 𝑘1(𝑥1 − 𝑥2) = −𝑓

𝑚2�̈�2 + 𝑐2(�̇�2)+𝑘2(𝑥2 − 𝑥3) − 𝑘1(𝑥1 − 𝑥2) = 0

𝑚3�̈�3 + 𝑐3(�̇�3)−𝑘2(𝑥2 − 𝑥3) = 0

 (5.1) 

where m1, m2, and m3 are the masses, respectively. In addition, c1, c2, and c3 are the 

damping coefficients, and k1, k2, and k3 are the spring stiffnesses. Furthermore, f 
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denotes the load externally applied to the system. Finally, x, �̇�, and �̈� are the 

position, velocity, and acceleration, associated with each mass, respectively. The 

system of equations (5.1) is expressed in matrix form (5.2): 

[
𝑚1 0 0
0 𝑚2 0
0 0 𝑚3

] {
�̈�1
�̈�2
�̈�3

} + [
𝑐1 0 0
0 𝑐2 0
0 0 𝑐3

] {
�̇�1
�̇�2
�̇�3

} 

+[

𝑘1 −𝑘1 0
−𝑘1 𝑘1 + 𝑘2 −𝑘2
0 −𝑘2 𝑘2

] {

𝑥1
𝑥2
𝑥3
} = [

−1
0
0
] {𝑓} 

(5.2) 

The forced response of a multiple-degree-of-freedom system can be computed using 

modal analysis [55]. To make the transformation convenient, the system is written 

as the matrix (5.3). 

 𝑀�̈� + 𝑪�̇� + 𝑲𝒙 = 𝑩{𝑓} (5.3) 

M, C, K, and B are the mass, damping coefficient, spring stiffness, and input 

matrices, as expressed in (5.4), (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7). 

 𝑴 = [
𝑚1 0 0
0 𝑚2 0
0 0 𝑚3

] (5.4) 

 𝑪 = [
𝑐1 0 0
0 𝑐2 0
0 0 𝑐3

] (5.5) 

 𝐊 = [

𝑘1 −𝑘1 0
−𝑘1 𝑘1 + 𝑘2 −𝑘2
0 −𝑘2 𝑘2

] (5.6) 
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 𝐁 = [
−1
0
0
] (5.7) 

The position of each mass, velocity and acceleration can be defined in terms of an 

intermediate coordinate system q, as shown in (5.8), (5.9), and (5.10).  

 𝒙 = 𝑴(−𝟏 𝟐⁄ )𝒒 (5.4) 

 �̇� =  𝑴(−𝟏 𝟐⁄ )�̇� (5.5) 

 �̈� =  𝐌(−𝟏 𝟐⁄ )�̈� (5.6) 

The damping matrix is a linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrices, 

known as proportional damping (5.7).  

 𝑪 = 𝛼𝑴+  𝛽𝑲 (5.7) 

where α and β are the scalar constants. The damping of the proportional form allows 

for decoupling of the modal equations of motion. Inspecting the forms of (5.4) - (5.6) 

no mass has stiffness to ground; therefore, to achieve proportional damping, the 

constant β is assumed to be zero. Equation (5.7) can be simplified to (5.8). 

 𝑪 = 𝛼𝑴 (5.8) 

Furthermore, the equation of motion can be written in terms of the coordinate 

system q, as shown in (5.9), 

 𝑰�̈� + �̃��̇� + �̃�𝒒 = 𝑴(−𝟏 𝟐⁄ )𝑩{𝒇} (5.9) 
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�̃� and �̃� are the mass-normalized stiffness and damping matrices, as illustrated in 

(5.10) and (5.11), respectively. 

 �̃� = 𝑴(−𝟏 𝟐⁄ )𝑲𝑴(−𝟏 𝟐⁄ ) (5.10) 

 �̃� = 𝑴(−𝟏 𝟐⁄ )𝑪𝑴(−𝟏 𝟐⁄ ) (5.11) 

Additionally, to decompose the system into a modal coordinate representation, the 

coordinate q can be written in terms of the modal coordinate r, as shown in (5.12),  

 𝒒 = 𝑷𝒓 (5.12) 

where P is the matrix of the orthonormal eigenvectors of �̃� and �̃� multiplied by the 

PT. The mass-normalized stiffness and damping matrices can be represented as 

shown in (5.13) and (5.14), respectively: 

 𝑪𝒎 = 𝑷𝑻�̃�𝑷 (5.13) 

 𝜦 = 𝑷𝑻�̃�𝑷 (5.14) 

where Cm and 𝚲 are the damping and stiffness matrices, for the modal coordinates. 

Finally, the equations of motion can be decomposed into the modal coordinate 

representation, as shown in (5.15).  

 �̈� + 𝑪𝒎�̇� + 𝜦𝒓 = 𝑷𝑻𝑴(−𝟏 𝟐⁄ )𝑩{𝒇} (5.15) 

The terms of the matrices are explicitly expressed in (5.16). After modal 

decomposition, for the proposed system, the stiffness and damping matrices are 
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diagonalized, and the significance is that it can be considered as three independent 

single-degree-of-freedom systems. 

 

{
�̈�𝑂𝐶𝑉
�̈�𝑀𝑇
�̈�𝐷𝐿

} + [

𝑐𝑂𝐶𝑉 0 0
0 2𝜁𝑀𝑇𝜔𝑛,𝑀𝑇 0

0 0 2𝜁𝐷𝐿𝜔𝑛,𝐷𝐿

] {
�̇�𝑂𝐶𝑉
�̇�𝑀𝑇
�̇�𝐷𝐿

}

+ [

0 0 0

0 (𝜔𝑛,𝑀𝑇)
2

0

0 0 (𝜔𝑛,𝐷𝐿)
2
] {

𝑟𝑂𝐶𝑉
𝑟𝑀𝑇
𝑟𝐷𝐿

} = [

𝑏𝑂𝐶𝑉
𝑏𝑀𝑇
𝑏𝐷𝐿

] {𝑓} 

(5.16) 

 

Figure 4.4 demonstrates the three-independent single-degree-of-freedom systems 

in modal representation. The significance of this transformation is that each mode 

can be considered individually to reflect the different dynamic effects of the battery.  
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Figure 4.4: Spring-mass-damper system in modal representation 
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Here, 𝑟OCV is the modal displacement, which represents the degradation of the open-

circuit voltage. The natural frequency of this mode is zero rad/s which manifests as 

zero in the first diagonal term of the 𝚲 matrix. Therefore, this is a rigid body mode 

that does not oscillate, and the open-circuit voltage never recovers after the current 

is drawn from the cell. The first diagonal term of the modal damping matrix is cocv, 

which limits the rate of change of the open-circuit voltage state, and stops the 

voltage drop when the cell is in equilibrium. Modes 𝑟MT and 𝑟DL represent the 

displacement of the mass transfer and double-layer degrees of freedom, respectively. 

The associated stiffness terms are the squared natural frequencies 𝜔𝑛,MT and 𝜔𝑛,DL 

and, which dictate the rate at which each mode responds. 

By convention, the natural frequencies are ordered as the lowest first and the highest 

last. Therefore, the rigid-body mode is the first mode. The mass transfer 

phenomenon is known in electrochemistry to dominate the lower-frequency 

dynamics of batteries. Therefore, 𝜔𝑛,MT are in second order. Similarly, the double-

layer phenomenon is associated with higher-frequency dynamics. Accordingly, 

𝜔𝑛,DL are in the third order. Subsequently, these frequency-range dependencies are 

significant in the transient time responses. 

Furthermore, the corresponding terms in the damping matrix are expressed in a 

standard form in relation to the natural and nondimensionalized damping ratios. 

The damping ratio dictates the relative rate at which each oscillation mode decays 

over time. The input force, which was assumed to only act upon m1, contributed to 
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the excitation of all three modes according to the modally transformed input matrix 

B. The gains of the input matrix become 𝑏OCV, 𝑏MT and 𝑏DL which are the amounts 

at which the single input current affects each mode. The system in modal 

coordinates is shown graphically in the block diagram in Figure 4.5. Each mode, 

which is the SISO single-degree-of-freedom, is indicated by a dashed rectangular 

box. In general, the rMT signal is associated with a lower dynamic frequency 

component, and the rDL signal is associated with a dynamic higher frequency 

component. The output signal Vout is a modal summation containing all frequency 

components. The input to the system was the current at which the battery was 

discharged. Vout is the voltage measured across the battery terminals. Furthermore, 

VOCV is an internal signal related to the SOC. 
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Figure 4.5: Block diagram of the battery dynamic analog 
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The purpose and unique benefits of this mechanical system are to accurately predict 

the runtime, steady state and transient response of the battery. In addition, the 

model has the capability to numerically quantify and graphically display the effects 

that the mass transfer and double layer has on the battery for the entire SOC range, 

which were previously evaluated at a fixed SOC. Finally, the model can predict the 

nonlinear SOC-OCV relationship. 

4.1.2. Lumped Thermal Model  

The lumped thermal model presented in this section is utilized to predict the 

thermal behavior of cylindrical batteries since it has a uniform temperature 

distribution along its surface. For a body to be considered as a lumped system, the 

Biot number criteria expressed in (5.17) was confirmed.  

 𝐵𝑖 =
ℎ𝐷

𝑘𝑏
 ≤ 0.1 (5.15) 

Here, D and kb are the diameter and the thermal conductivity of the battery. 

Additionally, h is convection the heat transfer coefficient obtained from the natural 

convection equations of Nusselt number, which is a function of the Rayleigh and 

Prandtl numbers [56]. Here, the heat transfer coefficient is function of the surface 

temperature for a specific geometry. The Nusselt number equations for a horizontal 

cylinder are given by (5.16) - (5.17): 
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 𝑁𝑢 =
ℎ𝐷

𝑘𝑓
 (5.16) 

 𝑁𝑢 = {0.6 +
0.387𝑅𝑎𝐷

1
6

[1 + (0.559/𝑃𝑟)
9
16]

8
27

}

2

 (5.17) 

From (5.17), 𝑅𝑎𝐷 is Rayleigh number which describes the relationship between 

buoyancy and viscosity in the fluid and Pr is Prandtl number which establishes the 

relationship between the momentum diffusivity and thermal diffusivity. Moreover, 

the Rayleigh number is obtained through (5.18), 

 𝑅𝑎𝐷 =
𝑔𝛽(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏)𝐿𝑐

3

𝑣2
𝑃𝑟 (5.18) 

where g is the gravitational acceleration, β is the coefficient expansion, Lc is the 

characteristic length of the geometry and v is the kinematic viscosity. Furthermore, 

the energy balance equation of a single cell can be expressed as shown in (5.19). 

 𝜌𝑉𝐶𝑝 
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
= �̇�𝐸𝐶ℎ + �̇�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 + �̇�𝑟𝑎𝑑 (5.19) 

Where ρ is the density of the battery, Cp is the heat capacity, V is the volume and T 

is the temperature. Furthermore, �̇�𝐸𝐶ℎ is the heat power generated from the battery 

due to the overpotential and entropic heating. Bernardi et al. [57] established this 

term as displayed in (5.20). 

 �̇�𝐸𝐶ℎ =  𝐼(𝑉 − 𝑉𝑂𝐶𝑉) + 𝐼𝑇
𝜕𝑉𝑂𝐶𝑉
𝜕𝑇

 (5.20) 
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This expression neglects the uneven heat generation and phase change heat 

generation of the battery reactants. For further simplification, the entropic heating 

was neglected [58].  

Furthermore, �̇�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣  is the convection heat transfer term and is defined through 

(5.21), where A is the surface area of the battery and Tamb is the ambient temperature.  

 �̇�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 = ℎ𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏) (5.22) 

Additionally, the last term from (5.19) incorporates the heat transfer due to radiation 

effects. �̇�𝑟𝑎𝑑 is defined through (5.23), where ε is the emissivity constant and was set 

to 0.80 [40] and σ is Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant equivalent to 5.67×10-8.  

 �̇�𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝜀𝜎𝐴(𝑇4 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
4
) (5.23) 

4.1.3. Transient Thermal Model 

The surface temperature for a pouch cell is non-uniform; therefore, it cannot be 

considered a lumped thermal body. To formulate a model capable of estimating the 

temperature profile and contour of a pouch cell, two-dimensional conduction must 

be considered. The model developed in this section presents a two-dimensional 

transient thermal system based on numerical methods. The system is utilized to 

predict the surface temperature of a pouch cell at different locations along its 

surface. Numerical methods for solving differential equations such as the finite 

difference method are based on replacing the differential equations with algebraic 
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equations, which is accomplished by replacing derivatives by differences. The 

surface temperature of the battery was estimated by solving the energy balance at 

discrete points known as nodal points or nodes. Figure 4.6 illustrates the zones at 

which the pouch cell was split into control volumes to formulate the finite difference 

method system of equations.  

 

Figure 4.6: Pouch cell finite difference model 

The characteristics equation of the system is illustrated in (5.24). Where, �̇�𝑗,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 is 

conduction in the y-axis, �̇�𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 is conduction in the x-axis, and �̇�𝑡𝑎𝑏 is the heat 

generated from the tabs. Additionally, ∆𝑥 and ∆𝑦 are the size of the element in the 

mesh.  
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𝜌∆𝑥∆𝑦𝑐𝑝

𝑇𝑖,𝑗
𝑖+1−𝑇𝑖.𝑗

∆𝑡
= �̇�𝑗,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 + �̇�𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 + ∆𝑦[�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 + �̇�𝑟𝑎𝑑] +

∆𝑥[�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 + �̇�𝑟𝑎𝑑] + ∆𝑥∆𝑦[�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 + �̇�𝑟𝑎𝑑] + ∆𝑥∆𝑦[�̇�𝐸𝐶ℎ + �̇�𝑡𝑎𝑏]  
(5.24) 

The equation describes the conduction between the node points, the convection 

and radiation from the top, side, and normal to the surface of the battery. 

Additionally, the heat generated from the battery and the tab while discharging. 

Moreover, the equation is solved at nodal point at the different control volume along 

the surface of the battery simultaneously. The equation presented in (5.24) is the 

overall energy balance; therefore, different thermal effects occur at different control 

volumes. For instance, the heat generated through the tabs does not affect control 

volume 11 directly, hence, that term goes to zero when solving for the temperatures 

in that volume.  

The conduction heat transfer in the x-axis is expressed through (5.25).  

 
�̇�𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = 𝑘∆𝑦

𝑇𝑖−1 + 𝑇𝑖𝑗

∆𝑥
 (5.25) 

Where, 𝑘 is the conduction heat transfer coefficient, which is a material property. 

Conduction in the y-axis is analogous to that in the x-axis.  

Additionally, the heat generated through the tabs of the battery can be conveyed 

through (5.26). 

 
�̇�𝑡𝑎𝑏 = (

𝐼

𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑊𝑡𝑎𝑏
)
2

(
1

𝜎𝑡𝑎𝑏
) (5.26) 
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Where, 𝑊𝑡𝑎𝑏 and 𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑏 are the width and length of the tab, and 𝜎𝑡𝑎𝑏 is the electrical 

conductivity of the tab material.  

Additionally, the heat transfer coefficient was obtained through the natural 

convection relationship of Nusselt number, Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers as 

illustrated for the lump thermal model in section 4.1.2. Equation (5.27) displays the 

Nusselt number for a vertical plate [56].  

 𝑁𝑢 = {0.825 +
0.387𝑅𝑎𝐷

1
6

[1 + (0.492/𝑃𝑟)
9
16]

8
27

}

2

 (5.27) 

Furthermore, the equations were solved explicitly; therefore, the timestep ∆𝑡, is 

limited by the stability criterion. If the timestep is sufficiently small, the solution 

will diverge from the actual solution and become unstable. Additionally, a violation 

of the stability criterion will result in the violation of the second law of 

thermodynamics [56]. For a transient two-dimensional conduction heat transfer in 

rectangular coordinates, the stability criterion is expressed through (5.28).  

 ∆𝑡 =
𝛼𝜏

𝑙2
≤
1

4
 (5.28) 

Where, 𝜏 is the mesh Fourier number,  𝛼 is the thermal diffusivity of the material 

and ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 = 𝑙.    
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Chapter 5 Thermo-Mechanical Battery Model Validation 

5.1. Introduction 

This section presents simulation results obtained from the dynamic system and the 

thermal models for four lithium-ion batteries, three cylindrical cells and one pouch 

cell. The dynamic model is utilized to match the terminal voltage and predict the 

OCV. Furthermore, the electrochemical heat generation computed from the OCV, 

and the terminal voltage was used as an input to the thermal models to obtain the 

temperature profile of each battery.  

The parameters of the proposed modal battery model were numerically tuned for 

the four lithium-ion cells. The parameters of the modal decomposed battery model 

are listed in Table 5.1. As shown in the table, the parameters were tuned as a function 

of the SOC. To improve the fitment of the simulation results, the parameters were 

optimized by employing the method of nonlinear least squares via the Trust-Region-

Reflective algorithm. This was accomplished using the parameter estimation 

toolbox in MATLAB Simulink.  Each parameter was tuned as a lookup table in terms 

of the SOC as 20 discrete values from 0.05 to 1.  

The damping ratios were constrained to be greater than unity because all the 

transient behaviors were observed to be overdamped.  In addition to that, the modal 
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input gains were allowed to take any positive value.  However, the initial COCV range 

was not known; it was found by iterating that an upper bound is required to achieve 

the optimizer convergence.  

Table 5.1: Modal battery parameters 

Symbol Description Units 

cOCV (SOC) Rigid body mode damper rad/s 

ωn,MT (SOC) Mass transfer natural frequency rad/s 

ωn,DL(SOC) Double layer natural frequency rad/s 

ζMT (SOC) Mass transfer damping ratio - 

ζDL (SOC) Double layer damping ratio - 

bOCV (SOC) Rigid body mode input gain rad/Ns2 

bMT (SOC) Mass transfer input gain rad/Ns2 

bDL (SOC) Double layer input gain rad/Ns2 

 

To tune the parameters accurately and obtain a model that represents the physical 

dynamics of the battery, the natural frequency values were limited to the maximum 

and minimum values according to the angular frequency values typically observed 

in electrochemical cells, as reported in the literature. Table 5.2 shows the angular 

frequency values obtained experimentally via the electrochemical impedance 

method for batteries [59].  
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Table 5.2: Typical angular frequency values for Li-ion batteries 

Parameter Effect Range (rad/s) 

ωn,EM Electric & Magnetic 105 - 6.3×106 

ωn,BL Double layer 0.1 - 10000 

ωn,MT Mass transfer 0.09x10-3 - 12.5 

ωn,C Cycling, SOC 4×10-6 - 7×10-4 

ωn,RE Reversible 2×10-7 - 3×10-4 

ωn,AE Aging 6.2×10-8 - 2×10-6 

 

The convection heat transfer coefficient was estimated utilizing the Nusselt number 

relationships shown in (5.16) - (5.18). The value was optimized as a function of the 

temperature change independent of the dynamic model tuning. Initially, the density 

and specific heat of the battery were estimated by computing the summation of the 

assumed materials in the cell core (anode, cathode, and separator), the positive and 

negative tab materials and the insulation film as reported in literature for cylindrical 

and pouch batteries [37]. These values were also optimized as a function of 

temperature and updated for the entire experimental history. The next four 

subsections cover the results of voltage and temperature responses estimated by the 

coupled model and discusses the signals extracted from the model to characterize 

the batteries considered.  
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5.2. Cylindrical Cells 

5.2.1. Samsung INR 1850-25R 

From the load cycle data illustrated in Figure 3.5 for the discharge rates of 1C and 

2C, the SOC was computed utilizing the coulomb counting expressed in equation 

(2.8). Shown in Figure 5.1 are the SOC trajectory for the 1c discharge. Note that the 

1C discharge is only during on pulses.  

 

Figure 5.1: Samsung INR-18650 1C SOC trajectory  

 

The SOC of the battery began at 100% and decreased with each current pulse. The 

battery is almost fully discharged; therefore, the modal parameters can be optimized 

for nearly the entire SOC range. From the computed SOC, the modal parameters 

were then tuned as a function of SOC from 1C discharge HPPC test and validated 

from the data for the 2C HPPC test. Once the parameters have been optimized, the 
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system was then simulated using the experimental current draw as the input. Figure 

5.2 shows the experimental terminal voltage and the simulated system response of 

the modally decoupled coordinates over the same time history. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.2: Samsung INR 1860-25R 1C estimated voltage response relative to 

measured voltage. 
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Additionally, to further elaborate on how the simulated results were fitted to the 

experimental voltage and predict the nonlinear dynamics of the battery, Figure 5.2 

(b) displays a rescaled plot of the experimental voltage relative to that estimated by 

the mechanical analogy system that occurred during the time interval 3000s ≤ t ≤ 

3500s. The dynamic model utilized in this study was able to match the voltage 

response of the battery within 0.41% standard deviation error.  

Moreover, Figure 5.3 displays the predicted by the modal signal VOCV, relative to the 

electrical potential measured at the peaks of the relaxation period. Again, the 

dynamic model estimated the OCV of the battery within high level of accuracy; 

therefore, the model can be used to estimate OCV and to compute the overpotential 

heat generation rate. 

 
Figure 5.3: Samsung INR 18650-25R OCV estimation 
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Furthermore, Figure 5.4 shows the displacement signals rMT and rDL, which 

correspond to the mass transfer and double-layer effects, which are internal to the 

battery model. As expected, the higher natural frequency mode, which corresponds 

to the double-layer effect, dominates the instantaneous drop and recovery periods 

in the battery voltage. This effect is caused by the charge layer formed between the 

electrode and electrolyte, which resembles the behavior of a capacitor. 

 

Figure 5.4: Samsung INR 18650-25R boundary layer and mass transfer effects 

From the OCV and the terminal voltage estimated by the dynamic model, the over 

potential heat generated by the battery was calculated, as illustrated in Figure 5.5. 

The heat generation is then used to predict the battery temperature by coupling the 

dynamic model with the lumped thermal system and compared with experimental 

data, as shown in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.5: Samsung INR18650 – 25R 1C over potential heat generation  

 

Figure 5.6: Samsung INR 18650 – 25R temperature estimated compared to measured 

The model estimated the surface temperature of the battery within 0.16% standard 

deviation of the error. Moreover, the temperature increases with each current pulse 
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due to the heat generation signal. The overall temperature rises to steady-state at 

around 27℃ and after approximately 4000s, the temperature due to the changing 

model parameters at low SOC. 

Furthermore, the optimized modally decomposed parameters were validated by 

carrying out the HPPC test at 2C and evaluating the fitment of the voltage response. 

Shown in Figure 5.7 is the SOC estimation for the 2C discharge rate. 

 

Figure 5.7: Samsung INR 18650- 25R 2C SOC trajectory 

Correspondingly in Figure 5.8 is the simulate voltage response of the battery related 

to that measured experimentally.  
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(a) 

 

(b)  

Figure 5.8: Samsung INR 18650-25R 2C voltage response 

The simulated response fit the measured within 0.82% standard deviation of the 

error. Moreover, the OCV was also validated as shown in Figure 5.9, as the model 

estimated the OCV within a high level of accuracy.  
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Figure 5.9: Samsung INR 18650 – 25R 2C OCV estimation 

From the terminal voltage and the OCV, the overpotential heat generated was 

computed as shown in Figure 5.10.  

 

Figure 5.10: Samsung INR 18650 – 25R 2C overpotential heat generation 
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Finally, the overpotential heat generation is used as an input to the lumped thermal 

model to estimate the temperature profile along the surface of the battery. The 

model was able to estimate the surface temperature of the battery within 0.25% 

standard deviation of the error, as shown in Figure 5.11. 

 

Figure 5.11: Samsung INR 18650 – 25R 2C temperature estimation 
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5.2.2. Panasonic NCR 27100 

The same analysis was carried out on the Panasonic NCR 27100. The main purpose 

of this analysis was to validate the accuracy of the model on cells with different form 

factors and chemistries.  

 Furthermore, from the measured current data illustrated in Figure 3.6, the SOC for 

both discharge rates were computed, as shown in  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 5.12: Panasonic NC 21700 SOC  

The SOC of the battery began fully charged with an SOC of 1 and decreased by 0.05 

after each current pulse at 1C, whereas at 2C, the SOC decreased by 0.1 over each 

pulse. The modal parameters were then fit as a function of this SOC computed to fit 

the corresponding experimentally measured battery terminal voltage.  

Figure 5.13 displays the battery terminal voltage as predicted by the dynamic model 

compared to the measured terminal voltage. With each pulse of current, the 

electrical potential drops mainly due to the mass transfer effect and double-layer 

effect degrees of freedom, and when the current load is set to zero, most of the 

electrical potential is recovered from the vibration of these modes. However, a slight 

portion of the voltage is lost due to the static-discharge mode. 
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To statistically evaluate the fitment of the dynamic model to the measured terminal 

voltage, the error standard deviation was computed. It was found that the model 

was able to match the voltage response of the battery within 0.96% and 2.15% of 

standard deviation of the error, for the 1C and 2C discharge rates, respectively.  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 5.13: Panasonic NCR 27100 voltage estimation 

The OCV predicted by the steady-state component of the experimental data and the 

mode signal VOCV are shown in Figure 5.14. The experimentally based OCV was 

found by taking the peak voltage value during the regeneration period relative to 

the SOC. This neglects any small remaining transient to steady-state due to the 

frequency and duty cycle that induced the current load. In general, good agreement 

is found; therefore, it can be deemed apt to use the predicted parameters from the 

model to estimate the heat energy generated by the battery.    
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.14: Panasonic NCR 21700 OCV estimation 
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Good agreement is found between the OCV predicted as a state within the dynamic 

model and that from the quasi-static component of the experiment. With the 

terminal voltage and OCV estimated, the overpotential heat generation was 

computed for both discharge rates. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 5.15: Panasonic NCR 21700 overpotential heat generation  

With each current pulse, heat is generated from the battery due to the 

electrochemical reactions the battery undergoes as being discharged. On average, 

the overpotential power generated by the battery increased by 70.62% when 

discharged at 2C relative to 1C.  

Then, the estimated heat generation history is used to predict the surface 

temperature profile of the battery over time. Figure 5.16 displays the temperature 

response measured experimentally relative to that predicted by the lumped thermal 

model for both discharge rates. The higher discharge rate results in the battery 

reaching a higher temperature in keeping with the greater heat generated. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.16: Panasonic NCR 27100 temperature estimation 
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5.2.3. Samsung INR 18650-20R 

This section presents the data obtained from the CALCE battery research team [51]. 

The datasets were used to compare the results obtained by Zhang et al. [22] to the 

proposed model’s simulated response. As mentioned, two datasets were utilized. 

The first dataset was used to estimate and identify the modal parameters and the 

second dataset was used to validate the identified parameters. For the incremental 

current OCV test, the battery was pulsed with 1A for 12 minutes and allowed to 

recover for 2 hours to reach steady state as shown in Figure 3.8. With the SOC 

computed and the current load utilized as the input force to the system, the modal 

parameters were tuned and optimized to fit the measured terminal voltage obtained 

experimentally.  Figure 5.17 (a) displays the simulated model system response in 

contrast to the measured terminal voltage for the overall discharge period. Figure 

5.17 (b) displays a rescaled plot for the pulses that occurred during the time interval 

of 30000s ≤ t ≤ 55000s. Additionally, As displayed in the figures, the system response 

of the proposed model had the capability to match the measured terminal voltage 

with a 1.03% standard deviation error, which indicates the high level of precision of 

the model. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.17: Samsung INR 18650 – 20R incremental OCV test results 
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Moreover, to validate the tuned parameters, the low current OCV test was utilized. 

The primary goal of the low current OCV test was to validate that the OCV of the 

battery corresponded to the measure terminal voltage. To do so, the battery was 

discharged at 0.1 A. Shown in Figure 5.18 is the OCV estimated by the signal VOCV 

from the mechanical analogy battery model and the measured voltage.  

 

Figure 5.18: Samsung INR 18650 – 20R low current OCV test results   

The simulated response of the model and the measured terminal voltage fit with a 

0.26% standard deviation error; therefore, it can be deemed appropriate to validate 

the optimized parameters from the incremental current OCV test. The OCV 

predicted by the proposed model for both current profiles are in general agreement. 

Additionally, the OCV predicted by the model is in close agreement with that 

reported by Zhang et al. [22], which used the equivalent circuit model. 
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Chapter 6 Integration of the Battery Model with a BLDC 

Motor  

6.1. Introduction 

The main objective of the experiment conducted in this chapter is to evaluate the 

performance of the developed dynamic battery model in predicting the voltage 

response under dynamic loading from a real-life system.  

A battery pack was constructed out of cylindrical cells to drive a benchtop BLDC 

motor with a magnetorheological brake as a programable load at varying running 

speeds. HPPC testing was carried out to calibrate the parameters of the mechanical 

analogy battery model as discussed in 3.1.2. The parameters of the model were then 

validated by examining the simulated voltage response of the model relative to the 

measured voltage of the pack to the current induced by the BLDC motor and the 

programmable load.   

6.2. Experimental Methodologies  

The battery used in this case is a Samsung 21700 – 40T [60]. The specification of the 

battery at a pack and cell level are demonstrated in Table 6.1.  
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Table 6.1: Battery pack specification 

Parameter Cell Level Pack Level  

Chemical system LiNiMnCo /Graphite 

Form factor Cylindrical - 27100 

Pack Configuration  6s1p 

Nominal capacity (mAh) 4000 

Maximum voltage (V) 4.2 25.2 

Nominal voltage (V) 3.6 21.6 

Cut-Off voltage (V) 2.5 15 

 

Additionally, the NEO 202210 brushless DC motor [61] is used. The specifications of 

the motor are listed in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2: Motor specifications  

Parameter Variable 

Nominal Voltage (V) 12 

Empirical free speed (RPM) 5676 

Empirical free running current (A) 1.8 

Empirical stall current (A) 105 

Empirical stall torque (Nm) 2.6 

Empirical peak output power (W) 406 

Mass (g) 425 

 

Additionally, the magnetorheological brake used as a programmable load is MRB-

2107-3 (LORD Co.) MR fluid brake. Table 6.3 gives the brake it’s specifications [62].  
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Table 6.3: Magnetorheological brake specifications 

Parameter Variable 

Diameter (mm) 92.2 

Width (mm) 36.6 

Weight (kg) 1.4 

Maximum Torque (Nm) 7 

Minimum Torque (Nm) <0.34 

Maximum Current (A) 1 

 

Moreover, two Digit multi-meters (Keysight 34465A 6 ½) were utilized to measure 

the current and the voltage of the battery. The first multi-meter was connected in 

series to record current, whereas the second one was connected in parallel to 

measure the voltage response across the battery. To drive the control the motor and 

drive it, a SPARK Max motor controller was utilized. Figure 6.1 displays BLDC 

benchtop test rig.  

 

Figure 6.1: BLDC benchtop test rig 
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6.2.1. HPPC Testing  

HPPC testing was conducted to determine the dynamic performance over the usable 

voltage ranges of the cell, which results in an accurate battery parameter 

identification to create robust model for simulation.  

A similar testing circuit to the one shown in Figure 3.4  was constructed; however, a 

current probe (Keysight N2820A) to measure the current and a transistor was used 

to generate the current pulses driven by a waveform generator (Keysight 3360A). All 

the data was recorded and acquired utilizing a mixed signal oscilloscope 

(InifiniiVision MSOX4054A). Shown in Figure 6.2 is the experimental rig.  

 

Figure 6.2: Samsung 21700-40T testing circuit 
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The battery was discharged at C/2 rate; therefore, at 2A and the test lasted roughly 

for four hours.  

 

Figure 6.3: Samsung 27100 – 4OT HPPC testing data 
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6.2.2. BLDC Motor Cycling  

Two cycles with varying speeds and loads were tested to obtain two different 

dynamic loads on the battery pack. The current on the magnetorheological brake 

was set to 0.01 A and 0.02 A for each test, respectively. Figure 6.4 illustrates the RPM, 

current load on the battery pack and voltage response the batteries for the tests. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6.4: BLDC cycling data  
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The second test was run after the first after allowing the battery to rest without 

charging. Additionally, the top plot shows the rotor speed which was increased every 

minute for each load test. With each increase in speed, there is an increase in current 

as the motor torque is needed to overcome the brake torque. Likewise, there are 

drops in the voltage of the battery due to the increase in current draw rates followed 

by a DC voltage decline.  

6.3. Results & Discussion  

The parameters of the mechanical analogy dynamic model were fitted to the 

experimental voltage following the HPPC test as shown in Figure 6.5. The model 

estimated the experimental voltage within 0.86% standard deviation of the error.  

 

Figure 6.5: Samsung 27100-40T voltage response estimation 
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After the modal parameters were estimated and identified, they were utilized to 

estimate the voltage response of the BLDC cycles illustrated in Figure 6.4. Shown in 

Figure 6.6 are the estimated voltage response by the mechanical analogy dynamic 

model relative to that measured. The model fitted the measured data within 

0.0385% and 0.0226% standard deviation of the error, for both load cycles, 

respectively. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 6.6: BLDC cycle estimated voltage response relative to measured data 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 

The study conducted in this paper proposed a novel mechanical analog to predict 

the nonlinear behavior of a battery in modal coordinates. The dynamics of the 

battery were predicted utilizing a three-degree-of-freedom, 6th order spring-mass-

damper system. The system was then decomposed into modal representation and 

considered as three independent single-degree-of-freedom modes to account for the 

discharge, mass transfer, and double-layer effects induced in the battery. The model 

parameters were tuned and optimized relative to the SOC to fit the response of the 

system to the experimental voltage measurements using a nonlinear least-squares 

method through the Trust-Region-Reflective algorithm. HPPC discharge 

experiments were conducted at two different discharge rates for each battery type. 

Current, voltage, and surface temperature were measured. The coupled dynamic 

model was able to predict the voltage and temperature responses within 2.15% and 

0.40% standard deviation of the error. The temperature prediction method 

developed is a simple and intuitive coupled model that can be utilized to estimate 

the surface temperature of a battery in a dynamic setting. In addition, it can be used 

in the design process of a battery pack design. Furthermore, to validate the accuracy 

of the developed dynamic battery model, the model was utilized to estimate the 

dynamic current request load of a BLDC motor under varying speeds and loads.  The 
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model estimated the voltage response of a battery pack within 0.0385% standard 

deviation of the error. 

7.1. Future Work  

To increase the accuracy of the voltage prediction, dynamic effects such as aging, 

electric, magnetic and cycling can be considered. Additionally, for a more precise 

surface temperature estimation, the entropic heating effects may be incorporated. 

For more complicated battery geometries, such as a pouch cell, the transient 

conduction two-dimensional model presented in 4.1.3 can be finalized and coupled 

with the mechanical analogy system to estimate the surface temperature and 

contours. Moreover, the model can be utilized to estimate the dynamics of the 

battery under various ambient temperatures and cycling conditions. Furthermore, 

the model can be integrated into more advanced simulation models such DC 

Microgrids or electrified vehicle powertrain. 
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